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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
The Diploma Course in Management Communication is a "product" that was 
created to meet a perceived demand in the market for a specialized program in 
communication skills in the context of managing organizations. However, it has 
experienced limited success and applications have been dropping over the last two 
years. 
Before planning what to do in terms of marketing, product design and 
publicity so as to increase the "sales" of the program, there is a need to make an 
industry analysis to determine what position DMC should target in its competitive 
environment. This project adopts the Porter's five forces model to analyze the 
industry in which the DMC program competes, the continuing business education 
industry. It is the conclusion of this research that the DMC program should pursue a 
"Focus Differentiation" strategy. That is to say to focus on a specific group of 
customers and try to build a product that fits the customers' need. In addition, the 
DMC program should develop and reinforce its uniqueness and use its program 
design, student service and the quality of its instructors as its differentiating factors. 
By differentiating itself, the DMC program shall then command a premium on price. 
Ultimately, both the sales and the profit should increase. 
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The sea of learning has no "cliff" (limit). 
Chinese adage 
Learning plays a very important role in a Chinese's life, more so than for people 
of other ethnic origins. This, together with the Confucian value which ranks 
"scholar" the highest amongst peasants, workmen and merchants, means academic 
achievement is an important pursuit in a Chinese life. In terms of schooling, Chinese 
starts "very early by Western standards."^ Children in the People's Republic of 
China start kindergarten as early as 18 months. Although the minimum age of 
attending kindergarten in Hong Kong is two years, many parents still register their 
children for toddler's programs as early as one year old.^ 
This emphasis on learning and studying has extended to one's academic pursuits 
beyond completion of formal schooling. Many people at work attend classes in the 
evenings. It is estimated that one out of eight adults in Hong Kong attend part-time 
education or training programs of some sort at any time� . In addition, about 17.93%^ 
‘ p . 11，Bond, M. H., Beyond the Chinese Face - Insight from Psychology, Hong Kong: Oxford 
University Press, 1991. 
2 Yew Chung Education Group offers "Toddler Program" for infants between seven months and two 
years. 
3 p.49, Lee, Ngok, and Lam, A., Professional and Continuing Education in Hong Kong - Issues and 
Perspectives. Hong Kong: Longman Asia Ltd., 1994. 
4 pp.61-2, Ma, Y.B. Earnings and Characteristics ofParticipants of Institutionalized Adult Continuing 
Education in Hong Kong. Thesis (M.A. Ed.) Hong Kong: The Chinese University ofHong Kong, 
1991.� -
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ofthose attending continuing education programs took classes that were related to 
business. Considering the working population in 1994 in business related fields 
amounts to 1,752,000^ there were about 39,266 people taking part-time business 
class at any time. It is, hence, a huge market for part-time business programs in Hong 
Kong. 
The Asia-Pacific Institute of Business, The Chinese University of Hong Kong has 
carried on the mission of the University in providing extra-mural education to general 
public in Hong Kong by providing a series of one year part-time diploma courses. 
Most of its diploma programs are offeredjointly with the University's Faculty of 
Business Administration and have been offered for many years. In recent years, 
however, it has initiated two more programs in response to the market demand. One 
of those is Diploma in Management Communication (formerly Diploma in Business 
Communication). 
The Diploma Course in Management Communication (DMC below) was 
considered as quite successful when it was first offered^. However, it has faced a 
decline of intake in the last two iterations. This year, applications have dropped 20% 
and in the current class, there are seven out of thirty-five places unfilled. However, 
this program has won excellent feedback and applause from its graduates. Most 
graduates feel they have acquired a lot of useful skills over their course of studies. 
While not sure what has caused the poor “sales’’ of this program, there is a need to 
review the market condition of DMC and current position it is perceived to have 
5 Working population in 1994 was 3 million. Out of them, 9.1% were administrative and managerial 
workers, 4.5% professionals, 11.6% associate professionals, 19.4% clerks and 13.8% sales/services 
workers. All these groups of people took up in total 58.4% of the total workforce. 
6 Applications and student intakes were 49, 45 and 37, and 28, 31 and 27 respectively in the first, 
second and the current classes. . 
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taken. After the review, we will look at the proper competitive strategy that DMC 
should take and discuss how this strategy should be implemented. 
Methodology of Studies 
Terminology 
To facilitate discussion, some marketing terminology is adopted in this report. 
Here, we use: 
• "products" for the education programs offered by various institutions 
• "customers" for the students that attend the education programs 
• "product company" for the organizer of respective programs 
• “sales” for intake 
The product in discussion is the "Diploma Course in Management 
Communication" which is “DMC，，in short. The industry it falls in is "continuing 
education business". By definition, continuing education refers to education 
programs that aim to provide to people that have completed their formal full-time 
education. The programs themselves are post-basic and post-compulsory, which is 
used to differentiate the programs for adult education, such as education for literacy 
and numeracy. 
Approach 
First, a profile of the DMC program and a profile of its "customers", i.e. the 
students, together with a profile of its "producer" will be presented. This will be 
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followed by a review ofMichael Porter's five competitive forces for analyzing the 
industry. Porter suggests that industry analysis helps to determine the nature of 
competition in an industry, which puts a cap or ceiling o fhow well a firm can perform 
and how attractive a business can be. He suggests that if the whole industry is 
declining, no matter how much effort a firm puts in the business, its performance is 
limited and so is its upward potential. Such an analysis framework will be used to 
deduce the competition in continuing business education programs. Having 
understood the competition within an industry, according to Porter, a firm can then 
establish its own competitive strategy. A firm's competitive strategy is its position it 
takes in its competitive environment, which provides the competitive advantage 
against its competitors. Porter differentiates that there are two basic types of 
competitive advantage: either lower costs than competitors or the ability to 
differentiate one's product by offering the customer something unique. 
The five competitive forces and these two types of competitive advantages will 
be used to determine the best positioning ofDMC. After establishing the competitive 
positioning, i.e. strategy, related implications of adopting this strategy will then be 
discussed. 
Data Collection 
Interviews with personnel in the industry were conducted to identify details of the 
five forces in the continuing business education industry. A questionnaire was also 
designed for the purpose of identifying customers' preferences and attitudes towards 
part-time business studies and program organizers and in particular, the potential 
demand for training in communications skills. The questionnaires were issued to 
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former graduates ofDMG, current DMC students and working executives, mainly in 





Five Competitive Forces 
Porter suggests using industry analysis in strategy formulation. He believes 
industrial conditions play an important role in a firm's success so that a firm will not 
succeed if the industrial conditions work against its business. To develop an effective 
strategy, a firm has to do an structural analysis of its industry. It means to examine 
the firm's "economic environment, to determine the essential characteristics of the 
industry, to track its developments and trends and to estimate the future opportunity 
and risks for the firm's resources and competencies’，?. Porter suggests that within 
any industry, there are five forces that shape the competition. The sources of the 
forces (Figure 1 on p.) are from: 
1. Bargaining Power of Suppliers 
In some businesses, suppliers have very strong bargaining power. There are 
several reasons that suppliers can have strong bargaining position: 
• Differentiation of Inputs and Presence of Substitute Inputs 
The product supplied is so unique that there are hardly any substitutes. 
7 p.l2, Montgomery, C.A., and Porter, M.E., Strategy - Seeking and Securing Competitive Advantage. 
Boston: Harvard Business Review, 1991, p.11-12. 
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• Supplier Concentration 
The market of the product supplied is monopolized by a few companies. 
• Switching Costs 
Suppliers' customers have built up high switching costs when they first 
adopted the supply product. Switching costs might be new equipment that is 
required for new supply and/or training cost for using new supply. 
• Importance ofVolume to Supplier 
If a firm's order is minimal in the supplier's sales, the supplier may have 
relatively less regard to the demand of the firm compared with other 
customers that purchase a lot. 
• Impact of Supplier's Products on Cost or Differentiation 
If the inputs from the supplier is crucial in terms of cost minimization and 
product differentiation, the supplier always has an upper hand in relation to 
the firm. 
• Threat of Forward Integration of Suppliers Relative to Backward Integration 
by firms in the Industry 
If the suppliers have threat towards firm by using its own inputs to produce a 
firm's products, i.e. run similar business as the firm, they have high 
bargaining power. For example, experienced teachers establish their own 
schools to provide education service instead of teaching for another schools. 
When supplier has strong power, it can squeeze the buyer firm's profit 
heavily. 
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2. Bargaining Power of Buyers(Customers) 
For some what similar reasons, a firm's buyers may be so powerful as to 
bargain away the profitability of an industry. 
• Buyer's Purchase Volume 
A "big" buyer that purchases in large volumes is always powerful. Special 
deals in big buyer's favor are always made for securing their purchase order. 
• Products Differences 
On the other hand, i f a f i rm ' s products are undifferentiated, buyers are always 
on the upper hand. Buyers have many other products (i.e. substitutes) to 
choose from. 
• Price Sensitivity 
When the cost of purchase is a big portion of the buyers' operations cost, 
buyers tend to be very price-sensitive and to bargain for cheaper deal. A firm 
always welcome those buyers that are less price sensitive so that it is easier 
for them to sell. 
• Buyer's Profit 
Another reason for powerful buyers is the low profits generated with the 
purchased products. Selling to highly profitable buyers is always easier as 
they are less price-sensitive compared with those buyers who have to watch 
out for the costs closely. 
• Product's Input to Buyer's Final Output 
When buyers' purchase is not that important in its final products, they are 
more likely to consider switching supply and put pressure on the producers. 
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• Brand Identity 
Ifbuyers are not brand conscious and loyal, for example in shampoo 
products, consumers tend to switch from brands to brands, buyers have more 
bargaining power. 
• Buyer's Information 
While buyers have more access to what are available in the market and the 
possible substitutes, they have more choice, which makes the competition 
keener. With the development and popularization of Internet Marketing, 
buyers have more information on all kinds of products and services. This 
new means of marketing provides more difficulty for firms to excel. 
• Ability to Backward Integrate 
When there is a threat that buyers may consider backward integration which 
means they produce what they normally purchase from the firm, they are 
likely to exercise its power to bargain. 
3. Threat of Substitutes 
• Relative Price Performance of Substitutes 
The existence of substitute products or services limits one industry's potential 
growth unless the industry product can somewhat differentiate itself. If 
products of same price range that can produce similar level of performance, 
there is a threat to the firm. 
• Switching Costs 
If the switching costs from a firm's product to the substitutes is minimal, 
substitutes pose threat to the firm's business. 
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• Buyer's Propensity to Substitute 
If from the customer's point of view, the industry's product can be perfectly 
substituted by an other group of products, its growth will be limited. 
As Porter suggests, com syrup serves as such a good substitute that sugar 
industry's business is severely suffered. 
4. Threat of New entrants 
Entrance to some markets is easy whereas to some is difficult. There are 
several entrance barriers to an industry: 
• Economies of Scale 
The profit margin of a product is so low that it may require a firm to produce 
massively to have the effect of economies of scale to make a profit, i.e. T-
shirt manufacturers. New entrants may have difficulties to reach the level of 
economies of scale in a new business. 
• Brand Loyalty 
Customers may have brand loyalty that makes it hard for a product to sell. 
• Switching Costs 
Switching costs can be so high that customers are deterred from trying new 
products or new services, for example, switching from PC systems to Mac 
systems. 
• Capital Requirements 
Some business requires high capital requirements. For example, in 
automobile manufacturing, it requires a lot of investment in putting up the 
production line. 
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• Access to Distribution 
For MNCs, establishing a distribution network for their consumer products is 
ofparamount difficulty in China. P&G has invested a lot of money in 
developing its distribution network. Coca-Cola China's advantage in 
distribution has made it perform far better than PepsiCola. Products or 
Service in which distribution plays a very important role will find it difficult 
in getting in a new market. 
• Absolute Cost Advantages 
Established firms may have the cost advantages that are not available to 
potential rivals even if the potential rivals acquire the kind of size and 
economies of scale. Those firms may gain those advantages from the effects 
of learning curves and previous experience, patents or some proprietary 
technology learning and access to the best raw material sources, government 
policies and favorable locations. 
• Government Policy 
Government policy may protect certain industry and shield them from 
competition. In the past, Hong Kong government only allowed one licence 
for telecommunication services. Such a policy stopped any new entrants in 
telecommunication industry and Hong Kong Telecom received no threat at 
all. Another example is in Japan where the high tariff to import food 
product makes it virtually unprofitable for foreign fmit produces to sell in 
Japan. 
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5. Rivalry Among Existing Competitors 
The intensity of competition within the industry affects how a firm should 
position itself. The competition may be ‘‘warlike，’，"cut-throat", "polite" or 
"gentlemanly". There are several structural factors that causes intense 
competition within an industry: 
• When there are numerous or equally balanced competitors 
• When the industry grows slowly 
• When there are high fixed or storage costs for operations 
• When the industry products lack differentiation or the switching costs are low 
• When it requires scale economies in production 
• When there are no common goals of competition among rivals 
Some firms' goal in business is very low compared with the industry average. 
They may be willing to cut prices to get more market share. Japanese 
automobile makers always use the strategy by starting to selling their 
products at lower than average price. Upon entering the taking certain 
percentage of share in the market, they go for higher end products and charge 
a premium for those differentiated products. 
• When there are plenty of exit barriers 
Exit barriers of a business include infrastructure, technology and other capital 
investment keep a firm competing even though the retum on investment is 
negative and the future of the business is very gloomy. Somehow, a firm's 
loyal employees and management poses another major barrier for a firm to 
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leave an industry . In this kind of competitive environment, "healthy" firms 
profit margin is lower because of those sick firms still hang on. 
FIGURE 1 
FIVE FORCES IN COMPETITION 
^^^^^^^^^^^ Threat o fNew Entrants .^^^^^^^^^^ 
Bargaining Power Rivalry Among Bargaining Power 
of Suppliers Existing Competitors of Buyers 
^^^^^^^"^^^ Threat of Substitutes — - " ^ " " ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
Advantages of Industry Analysis 
Having presented what the five forces that shape the competition in an industry 
are. What are the exact advantages for a firm to adopt this kind of analysis? 
According to Porter, there are the following advantages: 
1. Industry analysis is the beginning of understanding a business and formulating a 
firm's strategy. 
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2. It helps a firm to focu3 on the significant force in competition. 
3. It helps to track later changes in the industry. 
4. Firms may manage those forces or even may try to shape the industry's structure 
and affect how the forces evolve to their advantage. 
What happen if a firm neglects the five forces in its industry? If it does and 
undermines those forces, then it will lose its focus, be unable to track the changes of 
its competitors and industry trend. Such a firm will always stay on a reactive position 
on other environmental pressure and as a result, when competitors put up attacking 
campaign, it will be defeated as it has never prepared to meet those changes. 
Establishing Competitive Advantage 
To cope with the five competitive forces, Porter suggests two ways to establish 
sustainable competitive advantages. They are, namely, "overall cost leadership" and 
"differentiation". 
1. Overall cost leadership 
Cost leadership means taking price cutting as a competitive strategy. To achieve 
this goal, other functions of a firm should develop relevant strategies to minimize 
production cost, operations cost, marketing expenses and possibly expense for 
research and development. Managers are required to focus on cost control. The 
whole theme of operations is cost minimization. 
2. Differentiation 
Adopting "differentiation" as a strategy aims to make the customers perceive a 
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firm's product or service as unique so that customers' choice will not based on 
other apparent factors like price. Product or service can be differentiated by way 
of its design, brand image, technology adopted, and provision of customer 
service. 
In pursuing competitive advantage, a firm has to choose its SCOPE — whether it 
will target a particular segment or go for a broad market. Therefore, integrating the 
two strategies and the choice of scope, there are four approaches a company can 
develop its strategies: 
FIGURE 2 
STRATEGIC ADVANTAGE (COST/DIFFERENTIATION) 
VS STRATEGIC TARGET (SCOPE) 
Broad Cost Broad Differentiation 
Focus Cost Focus Differentiation 
Example of adopting "Broad Cost" strategy is most of local newspapers. They 
target the mass market and produce the newspaper very at low cost. The low cost is 
reflected from the kind of paper that they use. This is very different from Financial 
Times that targets a very focused group of customers and they use higher quality 
paper. Differentiating itself from the other papers, Financial Times, as a result, 
commands a premium on its price. It costs HK$16 while the other local newspapers 
cost HK$4-5. "Focus Cost" strategy is used by local punters' newspapers. They 
target a very narrowed group of customers and also try to lower its cost as much as 
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possible. “Broad Differentiation" was once used by American Airlines that 
emphasized its superb service to all of its customers and distributors, i.e. travel agents. 
A firm has to make a choice as of where it would like to position its products. 
Firms may switch their choice of strategy over the years. "Ivory" soap used to be 
positioned for a focused group of users and it differentiated itself as “white”， 
"floating" and "pure". However, given the new entrants and other competitors, it has 
changed its strategy to "Broad Cost" to offer value-for-money soap to the mass 
market. 
Failure in choosing a strategy will get a firm stuck in the middle. The firm will 
have no basis for resource allocation and development, and no focus in operations 
either. It will be difficult to make forward plans and the firm only takes a defensive 
and reactive position to the challenges and business issues when they emerge to the 
surface. The consequence is that the firm's performance will not sustain in the long 
term though it may get around well at present. 
Whatever strategy a firm adopts, it has to be able to provide a good product. A 
poor product will not sustain in the market at all. 
Porter further suggests that any strategy adopted will influence the way a firm 
should run. The strategy will give certain implications on all functions of running a 
business, which will be discussed in the next section. 
Putting Strategy to Work 
Putting strategy into action requires a firm to establish an explicit mechanism to 
produce the necessary change. Porter suggests: 
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1. There should be a formal process for strategy planning. 
2. A firm has to avail the necessary resources in strategy planning. 
3. The planning team should be multi-functional. It should be composed of line 
managers from various divisions of the operations. 
4. The strategy adopted should be communicated clearly to all employees. 
5. A firm should be patient to understand that it will take time to make the strategy a 
reality. 
6. The strategy should be consistent over time. 
7. There should be criteria of evaluating the effect of the strategy. A firm must find 
the underling measures as performance indicator. 
8. A firm should create a mechanism to test the strategy on a continual basis. 
Data Collection 
A questionnaire (Appendix 1) was developed to collect feedback from former 
students, current students and potential students ofDMC. There are in total 50 
graduates ofDMC. In the current class, there are 28 students. 
As for potential students, 300 questionnaires have been distributed to people that 
work mainly in banking/finance industry, public utility, trading and other service 
industry. As reflected from the customer profile in Chapter IV, former students 
mostly are from the above sectors. 
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Rationale and Objectives of the Questionnaire 
t 
1. Objectives 
a. To identify what motivates people to take part-time business classes (Q.1) 
b. To identify what are the critical factors that affect students' choice of 
program (Q.3) 
c. To identify the potential training need for communication skills (Qs. 4 and 5) 
d. To identify customers' awareness of communication programs offered by 
local institutions (Q.6) 
e. To identify customers' awareness and impression of "Diploma in 
Management Communication" (Qs. 7 - 10) 
f. To identify potential interest of customers in “Diploma in Management 
Communication" (Q. 11) 
2. Methodology in designing the questionnaire 
Several interviews with former students and working executives that have 
taken part-time/evening business classes have been conducted before the draft 
questionnaire was made. Two pre-tests totaling twelve responses were done to 
test the questionnaire and fine tune the format and wordings. 
Choices in the questionnaires were those that have been mentioned over the 
interviews and pre-tests. Literature is also referred in developing choices of 
Questions 1 and 3. 
Choices of motivation were made with reference to the interview results and 
the instrument used by Prof. Lee Ngok in his study of professional and 
continuing education in Hong Kong. 
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In INSEAD's "Managing Skills for Asia-Pacific'" provides the following 
factors of influencing choice of programs: 
• subject offered 
• location of institution 
• location of tuition or tutorials 
• mode of study 
• quality of staff and tuition 
• transferability of credit or the award 
• recognition afforded to the institution 
• period of study 
• cost to complete the program 
• facilities and services available in Hong Kong 
All of the above factors except the last one were found related to people choice of 
diploma programs in the pre-test. In addition, language used, assessment 
requirements and availability of company sponsorship were found relevant and 
therefore, these factors have also been included in the choices of Q.2. 
To sum up, this project uses Porter's five forces model to analyze the industry 
structure of the continuing business education which is where the "service product", 
DMC is in. To support the analyze, a questionnaire has been designed to collect 
relevant information of customer behavior. 
Now let's take a look at what industry is continuing business education like in 
Hong Kong. 
8 As quoted in p.3, Management Development Center ofHong Kong, 1995 Guide to MBA Programs in 
Hong Kong. Hong Kong. 
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CHAPTER III 
AN ANALYSIS OF THE CONTINUING BUSINESS EDUCATION INDUSTRY 
Is the continuing business education industry attractive in Hong Kong? Is it 
fundamentally more profitable than other industries? Are there any caps on the 
industry's profitability? What is its future? To try to answer the above questions, 
Porter's five forces framework is applied to make an industry analysis. These five 
forces include "bargaining power of customers", "bargaining power of suppliers", 
"threat of new entrants", "threat of substitutes" and "rivalry among existing 
competitors". We shall begin by looking at the "bargaining power of customers". 
Bargaining Power of Customers 
The bargaining power of customers in continuing business education is strong 
for the following major reasons: 
1. Customers Have Many Choices 
General public have many choices when they plan to take part-time or evening 
classes. First, they have a lot of choices of program organizers. In Hong Kong, 
there are almost one hundred local institutions^ that offer part-time business 
9 Appendix 4, Lee, N., and Lam, A., Professional and Continuing Education in Hong Kong - Issues 
and Perspectives. Hong Kong University Press: Hong Kong, 1994. , 
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programs. In addition, there are also around one hundred overseas institutions'® 
that advertising their business programs in Hong Kong as well. 
Second, they have a lot of choices in the types of programs. Part-time business 
programs are offered in all of the business functions and business skills. There 
are knowledge-based programs in finance, management, accounting, marketing, 
public relations and human resource management, and skill-based programs in 
leadership, team building, stress management, negotiation skills, customer service 
and time management. Some programs lead to the award of a certificate, higher 
certificate, diploma, advanced diploma, professional diploma, higher diploma, 
bachelor, master or even doctorate degree whereas some do not provide any 
award. 
In terms of a program's structure, customers also have a lot of choices. There 
are short courses that last for a few days to a few weeks. For longer programs, it 
can last from several months to two-three years. In addition, customers can 
choose the time of classes, mode of study and period of completion. Many 
programs are offered on a part-time basis, by distance learning or a combination 
ofboth. Customers may choose to take classes, if required, on weekdays or 
weekends. They even can decide when they want to complete the program. 
Currently in the market, there are many certification programs that are organized 
in modular form and students can choose and pick the time to complete the 
required modules and finally the whole program. 
2. Easy Access to Information 
Program organizers try to make the information of programs available at all 
丨0 ditto 
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times. Program brochures are free to collect. They also widely publicize their 
programs on the newspapers. Therefore, customers have easy access to all 
information. The recent technological advancement of World Wide Web even 
makes the access easier. Program organizers, such as The School of Continuing 
Studies of The Chinese University, have put up a web site on the Internet. For 
all those net surfers, it is another easy channel for them to look for information on 
business programs. The organizers also provide information over the e-mail 
system. Whoever's office or home is wired, they can access to the information 
very conveniently. On the other hand, it gives more pressure to the organizers as 
customers are becoming more and more knowledgeable. 
3. Price Sensitive 
Customers are price sensitive as most of them pay for their own tuition. In the 
part-time studies survey for this project, "program fee" was ranked be the eighth 
most important concern for customers in choosing a program^. Given that some 
items of the program quality are not readily discernible by the public in general, 
for example, instructor quality, tuition fee is obvious a criterion of choice. 
4. Identifiable Brand 
The second most important concern when choosing a diploma program in 
which to enrolP is the credibility of the organizer. While the questionnaire 
which generated this finding focused only on diploma programs, it is probably 
safe to generalize this finding to all certification program participants. 
In Hong Kong, the continuing education units of The University of Hong 




Kong and The Chinese University ofHong Kong have the longest histories and 
are very well-known. The continuing education departments of City University, 
Hong Kong Polytechnic University, Baptist University also have very good 
reputations. Therefore, it is very hard for private organizers to establish similar 
kind of credibility in the customers' mind. Customers are, thus, brand conscious. 
They tend to look for information from the organizers that are widely known. 
Brands are designed to dilute the bargaining power of customers. Hence, for those 
organizers with a highly regarded brand, the bargaining power of the customer is 
weakened. 
However, given the fact that there are many vendors, types, lengths, rates of 
fee, and duration of programs, as well as other subtle differences in the programs 
offered in Hong Kong, customers have lots of choices. Easy access to the 
program information also enables the customers to be more knowledgeable about 
the industry's products. Those choices and customers' information on industry's 
products provide the basis for customers to become picky. Therefore, customers in 
the continuous business program industry have very strong bargaining power. 
Bargaining Power of Supplier 
Who are the suppliers for the industry of continuing business education 
programs? The major input of the industry is the instructors. Depending which 
categories of instructors the program organizers recruit, some will have stronger 
bargaining power than the others. 
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1. Recruited from the Same Pools of Talents -- Limited and Competing Resource 
Many program organizers recruit instructors from the local tertiary institutions 
for their business programs, especially for their certification programs so as to 
enhance the credibility of their programs. There are six recognized universities in 
Hong Kong plus two smaller scale tertiary institutions. The total number of 
faculty members are about 500. Among all those teachers, there are not many 
who are willing to teach, given the full-time commitment that they already have 
together with other academic priorities. Therefore, there are not many university 
teachers for the program organizers to choose from. For those quality instructors 
who are recruited from the universities, they can command higher prices 
compared with those who do not have a doctorate degree and/or experience in 
teaching at tertiary institutions. 
2. Non University Affiliated Teachers 
Teaching is a part-time job for many people in Hong Kong. Some executives 
with certain industry experience often like to teach. This resource group is a lot 
bigger than that composed ofteachers from the universities. Because of this 
ample supply, they command a lower rate of remuneration. Their bargaining 
power is not as strong. 
Threat ofNew Entrants 
The barriers to entry into the business education industry are not strong. There is 
hardly any government regulation of this industry. Recently, there has been an 
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increasing number ofoverseas universities advertising certification programs offered 
in Hong Kong ranging from certificates to doctorate degrees. It appears that given the 
present regulatory environment, it is easy to start a business in this industry. 
In the business education industry, there are no production lines as such. The 
industry does not require a lot of capital investment to enter the market. It does not 
have to locate in premier business areas like Central or Admiralty. Therefore, its rent 
cost is relatively lower, especially for those distance learning program providers who 
do not require classroom. Many program organizers simply have a small office for 
registration and information. For classes, they rent meeting venues from other 
suppliers like YMCA or the government's public city/town halls. 
The highest cost for a new education provider to start operating is advertising. 
Since they are new, customers have no prior knowledge about their programs and so 
substantial advertising is necessary to make their programs known. Given the low 
fixed cost in operations, the exit cost is also low. Furthermore, there is also no 
inventory problem. Thus, this is a very attractive opportunity for new venture to start 
in Hong Kong. 
However, there is still difficulty. Whether a new entrant can create a sustainable 
business also depends on the perceived quality of its program and its instructors. As 
suggested above, quality suppliers are relatively limited. This, in a way, hinders the 
entrance of a new player into this industry. 
To sum up, the entrance barriers are few and exit cost is minimal. The industry is 
very attractive to new entrants. 
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Threat of Substitutes 
What are the potential substitutes for continuous business programs currently 
offered in Hong Kong? From the recent shift in training strategies in the States, 
perhaps we can draw some clues to answer this question for the Hong Kong market. 
It has been a trend in the States for the corporation to invite training professional 
to design programs which fit in the context of its own business. Corporations do not 
want to send their staff for generic programs. They prefer to invest in developing 
specialized in-house programs^\ 
Another threat is the popularization of university education. In the past, Hong 
Kong has adopted the British model for its tertiary education. The U.K. model is an 
elite system approach to tertiary education. Only a limited number of tertiary 
education places is available. As a result, in the U.K., only 21 percent of the 
managers hold degrees compared with 85 percent for Japanese managers^^. Hong 
Kong has recently started departing from that model as it has been aware that to 
maintain its competitiveness, Hong Kong has to have a more well educated 
workforce. In 1990, Hong Kong had 7.2 percent of population (aged 15 or above 
group) with tertiary level education compared with 13.5 percent in South Korea. 
Between 1991 and 1995, the estimated first degree enrollment figure for the JUPAS" 
institutions has risen by 72% from 8,671 to 14,929. This has had and will continue 
to put pressure on part-time certification programs over the next few years as those in 
13 pp.77 & 80, The Economist, Vol. 37, No. 7938, Oct. 28, 1995. 
14 p.57, Byrt,W., ed., Management Education: An International Survey. London & New York: 
Routledge, 1989. 
15 Referred to "Joint Universities and Polytechnics Admission System", currently re-named Joint 
Universities Admission System. ’ 
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the past who would not have been admitted in regular full-time degree programs now 
have the opportunity for degree study. In the past, those who failed to be admitted 
were the potential customers for continuing education programs, especially those 
» 
certification programs and so the potential demand will become less. 
TABLE 1 
JUPAS FIRST DEGREE ENROLMENT FIGURES 
Institutions 1991-92 1992-93 1993-94 1994-95 
City University ofHong Kong 1 591 1 950 2 176 2 595 
Chinese University ofH.K. 760 1 075 1 680 2 900 
HK Baptist University 1 110 1 300 1 430 1 475 
HK Polytechnic University 2 045 2 101 2 251 2 281 
Univ. of Hong Kong 2 450 2 648 2 803 2 998 
HKU of Science & Technology 560 1 040 1 400 1 990 
Lingnan University 155 235 465 690 
Total 8 ~ ^ 10 349 12 205 14 929 
Source: As quoted on p.37, Lee, n. and Lam, A., Professional and Continuing Education in Hong 
Kong, Hong Kong University Press, 1994. Original data supplied by JUPAS office in May 1993. 
However, this threat is somewhat offset by the increasing demand for upgrading 
one'sjob skills. Hong Kong's economic structure has been undergoing rapid changes 
in the recent years. Since the opening up of China in 1978, Hong Kong manufacturers 
took advantage of the low labor and land costs in South China and moved their 
production operation across the border. It is evidenced that currently Hong Kong 
manufacturers directly or indirectly employ more than four million workers in South 
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China. As a result, Hong Kong's manufacturing work force has been diminishing. In 
December 1990, there were 715 000 people in manufacturing sector and 1 488 400 in 
the service sector. Four years later in 1994, employment in the manufacturing sector 
fell to 423 000 (40.9 percent decrease) while employment in the services sector 
increased to 1 855 000 (24.6 percent increase) during the same period, accounting 
18.0 percent and 78.8 percent respectively in terms of total employment excluding the 
civil service. Such a shift in employment is expected to go on in the near future. 
Workforce moving from manufacturing to service sector requires re-training in 
variousjob skills, such as customer service and selling. 
Therefore, the growth in demand of continuing business programs will offset part 
of the threat from the substitutes though it is not able to estimate the exact effect. 
Rivalry Among Existing Competitors 
Rivalry among existing competitors is not intense but relatively "gentlemanly", 
using Porter's description. There are two reasons for this observation: 
1. Competitors' Market Shares are very Uneven 
There are no estimates on exact market shares for business programs. From 
the overall market distribution of continuing education programs, SPACE (School 
ofProfessional and Continuing Education) of the University of Hong Kong is the 
market leader by enrollment followed by the School of Continuing Education of 
The Chinese University of Hong Kong and the School of Continuing Education of 
Baptist University. For the rest of the competitors with the exception ofBaptist 
University, their shares are significantly less. 
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TABLE 2 
ENROLLMENT IN MAJOR INSTITUTIONS IN HONG KONG 
Institutions No. of % 
Students 
City University of Hong Kong (Center for Continuing 7 224 4.37 
Education) 
Chinese University of H.K. (School of Continuing Studies) 43 118 26.06 
HK Baptist University (School of Continuing Education) 43 083 26.03 
HK Polytechnic University (Center for Professional and 14 376 8.69 
w 
Continuing Education) , 
Univ. of Hong Kong (School of Professional and Continuing 43 223 26.11 � 
Education) 
Open Learning Institute 14 462 8.74 
Total 165 486 100.00 
Source: p.48, Lee, N. and Lam, A., Professional and Continuing Education in Hong Kong, Hong Kong 
University Press, 1994. Original data were based on the headcounts from the institutions for 1992. 
Though the above figures were a bit outdated, we still can see the two longest 
established institutions have the most students. This canjustifiably be inferred that 




As for the other providers, the market shares are even harder to estimate since 
they are not listed companies that provide annual reports nor are they required to 
submit reports to any government organizations. The only other program organizer 
in the industry with a substantial customer base is Hong Kong Management 
Association (HKMA). There are no estimates of their enrollment neither but because 
it offers a very wide range of programs, it is expected its market share is quite sizable. 
Despite the unavailability of statistics, we can see that there are obviously both 
big and small program organizers in the industry. 
《.: -^' 
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2. Diversified Programs 
There are several different business programs offered. As suggested in the 
above, the programs are quite diversified in terms of the length, price, content, 
mode of study and class meeting time. Some products are relatively similar in 
nature and they experience more competition than the others. MBA programs are 
one of the examples. At present, there are 34 MBA programs offered in Hong 
Kong. Some even estimate the figure to be more than 90. There is intense 
competition among all the unbranded programs and as well as among the branded 
programs offered by the three oldest universities. 
Given the unevenness of the competitors and the overall differentiation of the 
programs, rivalry among competitors is not as intense as in other consumer products 
or commodities, but it still remains quite high. 
Is the Continuing Business Education an Attractive Industry to Get In? 
Having analyzed the five forces within in the industry, we can conclude that 
Hong Kong continuing business education is only a "one star" industry. As shown 




DOES THE FIVE FORCES WORK AGAINST 
THE CONTES[UES[G BUSINESS EDUCATION INDUSTRY? 
Force Strength Favorable for Unfavorable for 
Industry Industry 
Profitability Profitability 
Bargaining Power of Strong ^ 
Customers 
Bargaining Power of Strong V 
Supplier 
Threat o f N e w Entrants High V 
Threat of Substitutes High V 
Rivalry Among Existing Moderate V 
Competitors 
Given all the unfavorable conditions that affect the profitability within the 
industry, to be very profitable, a company has to work very hard. However, DMC 
can still try to place itself in a position within the industry so as to maximize its 
profitability. Before we move on to discuss what strategy that DBC should take, let's 
have a overview on what sort of a program it is, what customers it has had, how it 
currently operates and who its competitors are. 
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CHAPTER IV 
THE PRODUCT, THE CUSTOMERS AND THE CURRENT OPERATIONS 
The Product: Diploma Course in Management Communication 
The Diploma Course in Management Communication is an education program 
organized the Asia-Pacific Institute of Business(APIB), The Chinese University of 
Hong Kong. It is a one year part-time course leading to the award of a diploma issued 
by APIB. The program was first offered in January 1994 with the aim to helping 
managers to enhance their managerial effectiveness by better mastering their 
communication skills. The current class (1996/97) is the third iteration and there are 
27 registered students. The program is taught in modular form and there are eight 
modules in 1996/97 program, namely: 
1. Communication theory (20 hours) 
This module aims to provide a theoretical background for the following sessions. 
This is the most academic part of the whole program. 
2. Business documents (20 hours) 
This module introduces the means to prepare business documents that are easy to 
read, build good will and achieve the intended purpose. Various kinds ofbusiness 
documents are introduced such as executive summary, memo and report writing. 
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3. Interpersonal skills (24 hours) 
This module aims to introduce the key factors that influence human relations and 
the skills that help to develop better social and work relations. 
4. Oral communication (24 hours) 
This module presents the techniques of effective public speaking and oral 
presentation at different work situations like interviews and meetings. The whole 
theme is to teach how to speak persuasively. 
5. Organizational communication (24 hours) 
This module aims to enable the participants to appreciate the context of 
communication at work and introduce the ways to plan for better communication 
within one's organization. 
6. Strategic public communication (20 hours) 
Good communication with the public brings along good corporate image. This 
module aims to introduce the "Dos" and "Don'ts" in communicating with the 
public. Special topics include “Crisis and Issue Management", “Internal Public 
Communication - Results and Measurement" and "Investor and Media Relations". 
7. Cross-cultural communication (20 hours) 
Participants will learn the potential conflicts in communicating across different 
cultures throughout this module. They will be more sensitive when 
communicating in a cross-gender or cross-cultural context. 
8. Group proj ect (8 hours) 
To integrate the theories and skills introduced in previous modules, participants 
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are required to form small groups to prepare a group project for presentation at 
end of the course. 
The design of the program aims to provide a theoretical background for the whole 
program first, and then to look at different communication issues on a micro level. 
Organizational and cross-cultural communication in addition to other modules help 
participants to understand the environmental context where communication is at work. 
This course was originally named ‘Diploma Course in Business 
Communication". Starting with 1996/97 class, it was renamed "Diploma Course in 
Management Communication". The change of the course name aims to differentiate 
the course content which focuses on managerial skills from simply English 
communication skills in the general sense. In Hong Kong, business communication is 
often interpreted in the narrow sense as skills of writing, speaking, reading and 
listening in English. 
DMC is different from other diploma programs offeredjointly with the 
University's Faculty of Business Administration or solely by APIB. Other programs 
normally focus on business functions such as finance, accounting, training 
management, marketing and marketing in China, and on an industry, such as 
securities i n d u s t r y . There are two exceptions. Two of the diploma programs 
provide general business management training: the Diploma Course in Business 
Management and the Diploma Course in Smaller Company Management. All the 
above programs are knowledge-based. In contrast, DMC is a skill-based program 
16 The other diploma programs jointly organized by APIB and the University's Faculty ofBusiness 
Administration are Diploma Courses in: Finance, Training Management, Marketing & International 
Business, Accounting for Managers, and Smaller Company Management Jointly with the Stock 
Exchange of Hong Kong, it organizes Diploma Course in Advanced Securities Analysis. And with 
Hong Kong Trade Development Council, APIB organizes Diploma Course in China Marketing. ， 
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that targets executives across various business functions. 
DMC，s classes are held every Saturday afternoon for four hours on The Chinese 
University's campus in Shatin. 
Customer Profile 
The existing target students are quite well-defined by the program entrance 
requirements. Applicants should basically be English proficient as the teaching 
medium of the subjects is English. In addition, applicants for admission should have 
completed (1) at least secondary five education plus seven years of work experience in 
an executive position, (2) secondary seven education plus five years of work 
experience in an executive position or (3) university education. "Executive position" 
aims to define those applicants should have certain autonomy and/or supervisory role 
at work. From the admission requirement, the primary target of students are non-
degree holders who are junior or middle managers bearing supervisory or managerial 
responsibility. 
Who have exactly been attracted to register in the Course? A summary of 
students' demographics for the previous and current classes reflects that a typical 
DMC student: 
• is between 26 and 40; 
• is more likely to be a female; 
• has a job with banking/financial, trading or service industry or with government/ 
not-for-profit organization; 
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• is a manager or senior manager within the organization; 
• has had an education of diploma level; and 
• makes a salary of about HK$15,000 - 30,000 a month. 
Despite the typical characteristics of students, from the statistics summary, we 
can see that in terms of students' job responsibility, there were more students playing 
managerial/senior managerial role within the organization in the first class (72% of in 
take) than the other two classes (48% and 56% respectively). More students of 
clerical/secretarial rank (17.9% of in-take) have been admitted to the current class, 
which partially reflects the drop in application and the resulting drop in admission 
criteria. In the current class, students from government or not-for-profit sector has 
risen to 15%, which is double of the intake from the sector in the last two classes (8% 
and 12% respectively). 
More detailed profile of students ofDMC is presented in Appendix 3. 
The Current Operations 
Structure ofAPIB 
In understanding the operations ofthe program, we have to know the relationship 
between the organizing unit - Asia-Pacific Institute of Business (APIB) and its parent 
organization, The Chinese University ofHong Kong (CUHK). 
APIB was established in 1990 with a mission to assist managers in meeting their 
challenges at work. The original idea was to pool the talents within the Faculty of 
Business Administration to provide consulting and management development services 
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to local and regional managers. Structurally, APIB has been established so it can 
operate very efficiently, flexibly and independently. All business decisions are made 
in-house without going through the University's bureaucracy. APIB's Managing 
Board meets twice a year mainly to advise on the direction the Institute should follow. 
Therefore, despite its structure falling within the Faculty of Business Administration, 
APIB operates rather independently. Currently, it is headed by an executive director 
and one associate director. Both are academics and serve on a part-time concurrent 
basis. The daily operations of the Institute are taken care of by three middle 
managers plus a small group of research and clerical staff. Those managers are given 
full trust of the directors which has resulted in little supervision over them. 
Structure o fDMC 
As for the administration ofDMC, the program is headed by one faculty member 
(Course Director) who is an expert in management communication. Supporting her is 
one manager and one clerical officer. The Course Director makes all decisions in 
relation to the program structure and operations. There are no formal accountability 
activities that the Course Director should perform. Informally, module evaluation 
reports and financial statements are regularly presented to the executive director of 
APIB for information purposes. 
One might think being one of the units within the University there would be 
certain bureaucratic constraints in DMC's operations. In fact, unlike the other 
University's academic and administrative departments, APIB and DMC, in particular, 
are operated with almost full autonomy. Of course, they must operate within the 
rules and regulations of the University. As a practical matter, they have little effect on 
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their operations. Given the full autonomy entrusted to the Course Director, she has 
been able to make several changes in the recruitment of instructors, program content 
and procedures of operations over the last two iterations. 
Following the explanation of the program, provision of the profile of typical 
students and description o fDMC's operating structure, next chapter will describe who 
DMC's competitors are and how they compete against each other. 
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CHAPTER V 
COMPETITORS OF DMC 
DMC's competitors can be categorized into three groups following its 
image perceived by its customers. The customers' perception of the program has 
been identified from their application essays. When DMC students put up their 
application, they are asked to write a short essay on their expectation to the program. 
Since students were selected on the basis of their capability and commitment but not 
their expectation, those essays can more or less reflect their first perception of what 
the program is. 
The first group of students primarily view DMC as an English program which 
they intend to attend to improve their general English communication skills (writing, 
reading, listening and speaking). That is to say, customers in this group aim to take 
the class to improve their English. The second group of students view DMC more as 
a management program that provides a lot more than simply English communicating 
skills training in the narrow sense. They also appreciate the element of managerial 
perspectives and practice in the program. In fact, the latter perception is exactly the 
kind ofproduct image that DMC would like to give to the customers. This is also the 
reason that it was renamed in 1995. For the second group of customers, besides 
other management diploma programs available as their choices, some other skill 
workshops can also serve as substitutes ofDMC. 
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Competitors for Customers that View DMC as an English Program 
The perception of DMC as an English program can be reflected in the essays of 
expectation ofprevious students who wrote to support their application. Very often, 
they said “..... I would like to enhance my English skills..…” This shows us that their 
primary objective in the course is to improve their English. Several students with this 
perception were admitted. Since the program provides a lot more breadth and depth 
than in English communication, as a result, this group of students were given more 
than what they originally wanted. In fact, such a perception of the program is also 
reflected in the Part-time Studies Survey, majority of the respondents (both DMC 
students and non DMC students) think DMC puts more emphasis on 
"communication" rather than "management". (Q. 9, Appendix 2). 
For this group of students, they have many programs to choose from, i.e. DMC 
has a lot of competitors. The biggest supplier in English communication courses is 
British Council. They adopt a broad cost strategy to provide English courses to all 
levels of people. In addition, there are plenty ofEnglish schools and universities' 
continuing education departments that offer English communication programs as well. 
To name a few that are widely known, there are: 
• School of Continuing Studies, The Chinese University of Hong Kong 
• School of Professional and Continuing Education, The University of Hong 
Kong 
• School of Continuing Education, Baptist University 
• Center for Professional English, Hong Kong Polytechnic University 
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• School ofContinuing and Professional Education, City University ofHong 
Kong 
• Hong Kong Management Association 
• Josiah Lau School of English and Commerce 
Though the biggest supplier of English programs is British Council, majority 
(65.47%) of the Survey respondents can name Hong Kong Management Association 
as a program provider. The frequency is more than that of British Council. 
All of the above competitors do not offer programs that lead to a "diploma" level 
as such though several of them offer certificate programs. Furthermore, the length of 
their programs are relatively short - from 21 hours to 90 hours. Taking British 
Council and the continuing education departments of The Chinese University and The 
University ofHong Kong as examples, the per hour charges of their programs range 
from HK$30.6 to HK$66.3 (Table 4) whereas DMC, on per contact hour basis, 
charges HK$118.8. Therefore, if taken as an English communication program, DMC 
is a very long and expensive program. 
Despite the substantial difference in the program content of DMC vis-a-vis other 
programs offered by the competitors, some customers' perceptions seemed to take 
them as programs that are in the same category. 
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TABLE 4 
TUITION FEES OF ENGLISH PROGRAMS FOR BUSINESS EXECUTIVES 
Organization Courses Length Tuition Fee Hourly Fee 
APIB Diploma Course in m $19,000 $118.8 
Management Communication 
British Council Business English/ 30 $1,750- $58.3 to 
Meeting & Negotiation/ $1,990 $66.3 
Management Writing/Business 
Writing 
School of Effective Written 24 $900 $37.5 
Continuing Studies, Communication 
The Chinese Univ. 
ofHK 
Effective Listening in Business 21 $785 $37.4 
Contexts 
English for Oral Business 21 $785 $37.4 
Communication 
Advanced Spoken English for 28 $1,175 $42.0 
Junior Executives 
School of Communicating in English 45 $1,450 $32.2 
Professional & 
Continuing 
Education, Univ. of 
Hong Kong 
Effective Communication 30 $950 $31.7 
Interpersonal Communication 30 $1,000 $33.3 
(focus on the use of English) 
Business Correspondence 36 $1,100 $30.6 
English in the Business World 45 $ 1,500 $33.3 
Certificate Program in 
Business English】？ 
English for Personnel 30 $1,200 $40.0 
Management 
Certificate Program in English 90 $3,000 $50 
for Engineers and Industrial 
Designersi8 
Source: brochures of the above named institutions 
17 The program is offered in modules. There are two set modules that are compulsory and three 
optional modules to elect. The set modules are "Modern Business Correspondence", "Modem 
Business Oral Skills" and the optional modules are "Report and Proposal Writing", "Meetings, Minutes 
and Presentations" and "English for Personnel Management". After completing each module, students 
will be given a "Statement of Successful Completion". Students who complete two set modules and 
one optional module will be awarded a certificate by SPACE, School ofProfessional and Continuing 
Education ofthe University of Hong Kong. The three modules have to be completed within three 
years. 
18 This program is target to those practicing engineers and industrial designers, especially to those who 
plan to take professional examinations such as the Engineering Council Part 2. -
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Competitors for Customers who Take DMC as a Management Program 
When DMC perceived as a management program, its competitors are also of 
different categories. When they consider choosing to enroll in DMC or not, they 
have other choices in their mind. 
Perhaps, first, they will look at what the key providers of diploma programs offer. 
The biggest players in this segment of the industry are DMC,s parent organizer, APIB 
and Hong Kong Management Association (HKMA). 
Diploma Programs of APIB 
As discussed in Chapter IV, APIB offers nine one year public diploma programs 
including DMC. In addition, it also conducts two in-house diploma programs for the 
Government civil servants and Hang Seng Bank Ltd. The total intake for all the 
public programs except the in-house ones amounts to 565 students in 1995/96. Such a 
big number of intake puts APIB as the number one local suppliers of diploma 
programs. There were in total approximately 1350 applicants for 1995/96 classes. 
Students are expected to participate in most of the classes and complete the program 
within one year. In terms of tuition fee, all programs, except the Diploma in Training 
Management, are priced at HK$18,000 for 1996/97 classes. 
The admission requirements of all diploma programs are the same as DMC since 
they all were developed from the same model. Therefore, the target customers are 
obviously moiQfocused compared with those ofHKMA of which the admission 
criteria will be explained. Like DMC, all APIB,s programs are staffed mainly by the 
Chinese University's faculty members. 
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Professional Diplomas ofHong Kong Management Association 
The second biggest supplier of diploma programs is HKMA. HKMA solely or 
jointly with the Hong Kong Polytechnic University organized seven diploma 
programs. They are called "professional diploma" programs and currently these 
programs are offered in the following areas: 
• Financial Management 
• Marketing Management 
• International Shipping Management 
• Inventory and Logistics Management 
• Property Agency Management 
• Retail Management 
• (Advanced Diploma) Secretarial and Administrative Studies 
These programs all last for one year and are designed in modular form. Unlike 
APIB's programs, HKMA's programs allow students to complete the program at their 
own pace. Participants can choose and pick modules to take and complete the 
program within one year or an extended period of time (e.g. three years) if they wish. 
Given HKMA has approximately 50 participants in each intake and there are nine 
intakes annually for the seven programs in total, there are about 450 students for 
those diploma programs each year. HKMA's professional diploma programs are 
priced insignificantly lower than other diploma programs in town. To complete a 
program, it normally costs about HK$17,150 in 1996/97. As for instructors, since 
HKMA do not have its own faculty, it has to rely on outside sources from both the 
industry and the tertiary institutions. 
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From the admission requirements o fHKMA's diploma programs, it can be 
inferred that they target a very broad market. Whoever are 23 of age, possess two or 
more years ofrelated experience and have a command of written and spoken English 
are eligible to apply. There are no other requirements on applicants' academic 
achievement. Compared with APIB's programs, applicants may find it easier to be 
admitted in HKMA's programs. 
Other Suppliers of Diploma Programs 
There are several other organizations that offer diploma programs in Hong Kong. 
A summary is provided below: 
TABLE 5 
OTHER DIPLOMA PROGRAMS OFFERED IN HONG KONG 
Organizer Program Title Mode of Fee Duration 
Study 
SPACE, Univ .“Dip loma in Part-time HK$18,000 One years 
of Hong Kong Administrative 
Management 
University of Graduate Distance HK$50,400* One-two years 
Southern Diploma in learning 
Queensland Management 
University of Graduate Distance HK$23,400* 15 months 
Leicester Diploma in learning 
Management 
University of Diploma in Distance HK$42,000* One year 
Hull Management learning 
Studies 
Dun& Diplomain Part-time HK$42,000* 16 months 
Bradstreet/East Management 
Asia Open Studies 
Institute 
City University Higher Diploma Part-time HK$14,000 per Four years 
of Hong Kong in Business year* * 
Studies 
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Higher Diploma Part-time HK$ 14,000 per Three years 
in Banking and year** 
Financial 
Services 
Higher Diploma Part-time HK$ 14,000 per Four years 
in Accountancy year** 
Open Learning Higher Diploma Distance HK$54,000 At student's 
Institute in Business learning own pace 
Studies 
Diploma in Distance HK$36,000 for At student's 
Business Studies learning 60 required own pace 
credits 
Hong Kong Diploma in Part-time HK$ 16,600* 18-24 months 
Productivity Business 
Council Administration 
Australian Graduate Distance HK$26,000* One year 
Catholic Diploma in learning 
University Administration 
Source: Brochures of the above named institutions and Management Development Center, Hong Kong 
Management Training Directory. Longman: Hong Kong, 1994. 
* Figures in 1994 
** Figures in 1995 
As seen in the above, there are several different diploma programs offered to 
local executives. Those programs' content has different focuses. Prices obviously 
vary and so are the length and the mode of study. In terms of duration and tuition 
fee, some are even double of the others. The programs in the diploma segment of the 
industry are very differentiated. Such differentiation is further aided by the 
credibility of the organizers. As reflected from the survey result, the second most 
important concem for executives to enroll in a diploma program is the "credibility of 
the organizer". Therefore, relatively well-known organizers have competitive edges 
against those who do not possess the same level of perceived credibility. 
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A Warning of Quality 
Given the present regulatory environment of the continuing education industry, 
there are several unscrupulous program providers selling only "titles". Over the 
interviews with some students who are currently enrolled in a diploma program, some 
frankly admitted that they were sort of in the process of"buying" a credential. One 
student who has had a diploma awarded by a non-university tertiary institution paid 
up to HK$48,000 a year for a part-time diploma program offered by an opening 
learning institution because of the perceived easy assessment scheme and the 
advantage that the diploma will permit her to move on to an MBA program offered by 
the same institution. 
Competitors that Offer Managerial Skills Training 
Some of the modules in DMC are very much alike with some workshops that are 
offered by professional workshop providers. Whoever would like to take classes to 
improve their managerial skills, they may consider those workshops. 
There are about 10 professional workshop providers in Hong Kong excluding 
those providers that run their business as an independent consultant and those 
affiliated with the universities. They organizes both in-house and public management 
and communication skill workshops. 
Those workshops are relatively short and expensive. Normally they last for one 
to two days and they are highly skill-based without providing much theoretical 
background. The selling feature of this kind of workshops is that its content is 
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“immediately consumable". Participants should be able to apply right away what is 
taught in the workshop. Prices of these kinds of workshop average HK$2,200 a day, 
which is about HK$314 per contact hour. In terms of cost on an hourly basis, DMC 
($118 per hour) is more attractive. Furthermore, those workshops do not offer 
certification but DMC does. 
However, DMC and those workshops are not comparable in the way that the 
workshop providers do not offer the same range of communication modules as in 
DMC whereas on the other hand, they are offered on a much wider scope ofbusiness 
and or skill area. A typical workshop provider, except a few that are very specialized 
in one or two areas, for example, Time Manager Int'l, organizes workshops on 
various skills. For instance, they offer workshops in leadership, stress management, 
customer services, project management and time management. The most common 
modules in management communication are "presentation skills", "negotiation skills" 
and "assertiveness". Normally, some of those programs are designed in a very 
detailed way. Every instruction and example are almost "programmed". Some 
providers' programs are even patented with trademark. 
From a customer's point of view, the workshops are too expensive. Most of the 
workshop participants are sponsored by the company. I fDMC wants to compete with 
those workshop providers, it has to convince the employers that it is worth more 
sending staffto DMC than to those workshops and that DMC offers similar quality of 
instruction. 
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Who to Compete with? 
Therefore, from the customers' point of view, DMC has many competitors, big 
and small, widely known(branded) and unheard of (unbranded). When they decide 
whether to enroll in DMC or not, they might try to make comparison with other 
English programs, management diploma programs or even skill workshops. This may 
not be the intention of DMC to compete against those English program vendors or 
workshops, though. In either way, DMC should define its position clearly so that 
they are in control of which battlefield it would like to get into and able to stay 
focused on its marketing strategies. 




COMPETITIVE STRATEGY OF DMC 
Following the industry analysis o fDMC and a review of its features operations, 
and competitors, we then look at what strategic position that DMC should take to 
ensure a sustainable competitive advantage. Porter suggests two major strategic 
advantages (low cost and differentiation) and two major strategic targets(broad and 
focus), which makes up four generic strategies, namely, broad cost, focus cost, broad 
differentiation and focus differentiation (Table 2). In the context of the existing five 
competitive forces and DMC's competitors, it is recommended that DMC should take 
a "focus differentiation" as its strategy. The reasons are as follows: 
Cost is Not Manageable and Low Cost Strategy is Not Possible 
First it should be understood that the cost of DMC is not manageable. The 
reason stems from the implied practice that APIB should go for the instructors from 
the Chinese University first before going for other suppliers. But instructors from the 
university command a relatively higher rate of remuneration than the market in 
general. Currently they are paid HK$ 1,000-1,200 per hour whereas the market pays 
as much as HK$700 an hour for program at a diploma level. As a result, almost 45 
percent of expenses is on instructors and director's fee. The positive side is that such 
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an arrangement provides assurance to the students of the program quality and 
consistency to the programs as quality instructors have more incentive to stay with the 
programs. 
Therefore, the instructor and director costs cannot be cut as such. If DMC does, 
that is to say it has to source some other instructors who are willing to accept a lower 
rate of remuneration. This will give too much risk in maintaining program quality and 
it will be very demoralizing to the program instructors and director. 
Another reason that makes the cost not manageable is the recent policy on 
overhead charge on APIB's teaching programs. From 1996-97 class onwards, the 
Chinese University will impose a 20 percent overhead charge on all direct expenses 
incurred in DMC though the rent to the University will be exempted. Therefore, costs 
will increase for at least 10 percent per year. 
Given the expected cost increase and impossibility of cost reduction, “low cost" 
is not a proper strategy for DMC. 
The last reason that does not allow DMC to go for low cost strategy is that it will 
be able to generate the necessary volume to capture the cost advantage of low cost and 
low price. This is because DMC would like to maintain highly interactive learning 
environment for the students. Therefore, a low limit of student intake for each class is 
required. Currently, DMC aims to admit at most 35 participants for each class, which 
is far below from the average class size, 60, of other programs of APIB. Therefore, 
there will not be any substantial volume increase in the future. 
Someone may ask, what if running two or more classes in a year? The answer is 
also negative. Given the difficulty of acquiring instructors, it is not possible to run 
two classes every year and keep the same kind of quality input. 
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Broad Differentiation or Focus Differentiation? 
If low cost strategy will not work, then there are only two options of strategy: 
either “broad differentiation" or "focus differentiation"? Going for the broad market 
or very focused market? Targeting broad market implies DMC has to relax its 
admission criteria. If they do, then they will go head to head competition for the 
potential students of HKMA, which are not required to have work experience in an 
executive(managerial or supervisory) position nor possess any previous academic 
achievement. If the admission criteria are relaxed, then the overall input of students is 
likely to fall. This will be a major quality concern of the organizer. Taking into 
consideration o fDMC's small size policy, we can imagine that lowering the program 
requirement is not in line with the quality goal of the organizer. Therefore, it does 
not seem likely that broad focus is a feasible option. Then what is left is focus 
differentiation. 
Proper Strategy: Focus Differentiation 
Since it is not feasible to DMC to target a broad scope of market nor to attempt to 
cut cost, the strategy that it should adopt is "focus differentiation". But how to 
differentiate and what customers should it target? 
First, DMC should look at what sort of image that it prefers to give to customers. 
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Position as Management Skills Program 
DMC has always been perceived from two dimensions: English language vis-a-
vis Management. To compete with other English programs implies DMC going for 
the broad market and low cost of production, which is refuted in the previous 
discussion. To command a premium on price, it is better for DMC to position itself as 
a management skill program. DMC should make an attempt to differentiate itself as a 
program “that teaches managerial skills in communication which is essential for 
executives with supervisory and managerial responsibility". The Survey respondents 
also perceive DMC is designed for those executives (Q.10, Appendix 2). 
Adopting this strategy places DMC on par with other diploma programs in 
management areas. As suggested in Chapter V, DMC's competitors will be: 
• other diploma programs offered by APIB; 
• other diploma programs offered by other university affiliated organizations; 
• other diploma programs offered by Hong Kong Management Association; and 
• the public one day or two day skill-based training workshops. 
Competition with the above competitors is relatively friendly. As suggested, the 
biggest competitor of the DMC are the products from the same parent. Gain or loss 
from the competitors of the same office will stay with the same organizer. 
Nevertheless, that is the best that all APIB programs are sellable and enjoy good 
reputation. 
In competing with those diploma programs and workshops, how can DMC 
differentiate itself substantially so that it is perceived to be different by its 
customers? The following section will try to give some hints. 
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Putting Strategy into Action 
Having identified the proper strategy, DMC must develop its plans to put the 
strategy into action. First, DMC should identify the issues they have to address in the 
whole operations. 
Focus Differentiation Strategy: Implications and 
Related Issues for DMC's Operations 
The focus differentiation strategy has the following implications for DMC 
operations. These implications also identify the issues that have to be addressed: 
Implications Related Issues 
Start by identifying the needs its customers think are Course evaluation 
valuable. 
Set out to meet these needs better than other competitors. Content design; 
customer service 
Be prepared to bear extra costs if it is necessary to do so. Budget planning 
Communicate the differentiation strategy internally so that Internal 
all staff working in the same program know its direction. Communication 
Communicate the differentiation strategy externally so that Publicity 
potential customers can appreciate the added value they 
will get from the program and their price sensitivity will 
diminish. 
Develop a mechanism to learn the needs of customers and Marketing Intelligence 
the movements of competitors. 
Therefore, the implication tells us that DMC should differentiate itself with 
reference to what the customers value, which is the first stage of every functional 
plan. Then when planning the program content, marketing and publicity, operations 
and budget, the DMC organizer should pay special attention to the related 
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implications. Above all, such a strategy has to be explained clearly to all levels of 
staff as they are the front-line people in operations. 
A consequence of differentiation is higher costs. Fortunately, the positive result 
is that by differentiating itself, DMC can be justified to command a premium price 
because of its perceived superior performance. Once marginal profit is more than 
marginal cost, DMC is still a profitable venture. 
What Do the Customers Value? 
DMC has had a formal mechanism to collect feedback from customers. After 
each module, there will be an evaluation questionnaire to the students who are 
required to fill it out and return it to the APIB office. Reviewing evaluation of former 
classes, they have the following positive comments of the program: 
1. Good instructors. 
2. Enjoy the interaction with classmates. 
3. Demand more group work. 
4. Demand more presentation. 
5. Satisfied with the class meeting time on Saturday aftemoon. 
6. Positive reinforcement from instructors to speak better, write better and listen 
better. 
7. Students' needs are respected and followed up with. 
8. Instructors participated in students' activities. 
9. Enjoy meeting classmates from different industries. 
Given the above comments, what DMC has to continue to do is to: 
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• keep its high quality instructors; 
• review and design the course content to allow more student group work, 
presentation and interaction among themselves over the course of studies; 
• adhere the principle to be responsive to the students' needs; and 
• keep the current class meeting time arrangement. 
What the customers value provides the answers o fhow DMC should differentiate 
itself. Therefore, DMC has to communicate it to the potential customers of the above 
quality issues of the programs and the positive feedback from former students so that 
they will perceive DMC as different and better than its competitors. A way to do it 
is to highlight the features that the customers value most (listed above) and the 
positive feedback from its former customers in the program brochure. 
Target Customers - Who should DMC focus on? 
DMC can keep its present admission criteria to screen the applicants. The criteria 
are set to focus on the proper target groups. What needs to be done is to communicate 
to the target groups and motivate them to enroll in the program. As suggested above, 
DMC should not target those people who has interest in taking DMC as an English 
program. Instead, it should focus on those potential customers that have interest in 
taking a management diploma program. 
But to reach these people and let them know about DMC program requires 
defining these target segments by their professions/affiliations and other demographic 
details. Let's first start with asking the following questions: 
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1. What kind of people will be interested in obtaining a diploma from APIB? 
Answer: 
• People are school leavers (F. 5 or F. 7 graduates) or those who have obtained 
a diploma or certificate in other less well-known institutions. (This is also 
supported by the Survey result [Respondent background, Appendix 2]). 
• Those whose companies have a policy to provide financial support and/or 
pay rise to employees to take up diploma programs, for example, FedEx, 
China Light & Power, Hospital Authority, Hong Kong Government, and The 
Chinese University of Hong Kong. (Q. 12& Q. 17, Appendix 2). Survey results 
also confirm that bigger companies (>500 employee) are more likely to 
sponsor employees for diploma programs (significantly correlated - 0.48739 
correlation co-efficient - at one percent level) 
2. What kind of people will be more aware of their need to take classes in 
management communication? 
Answer: 
• People that are recently/ will he promoted to bear supervisory or managerial 
responsibilities; 
• Those who work in an industry that good communication skill play a very 
substantial role in their performance, for example, insurance agents, 
personnel in advertising and public relations; 
• Those who are in the industry that is under substantial change which requires 
them to polish their skills, for example, medical professionals in Hospital 
Authority; 
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• Those who work in bigger corporations in which presentation and 
communication skills is regarded as important skills to obtain, for example, 
Hong Kong Telecom. 
• Those whose former professional training is not related to business or any 
business skill training and who need to do presentations quite often, for 
example, medical and engineering. 
The above answer reviewed that DMC should set its target markets as below: 
1. Secondary five or seven school leavers with several years of working experience; 
2. Diploma graduates of Shue Yan College, Lingnan College, Chu Hai College and 
other Baptist College. 
3. Insurance agents, sales personnel, public relations and advertising personnel; 
4. Corporations like Hospital Authority and China Light and Power, FedEx, Hong 
Kong Government and Hong Kong Telecom; 
5. Medical and engineering professionals. 
Market Size 
One may ask, how big is the size of the market? It is hard to make an accurate 
estimate as there are no sufficient or reliable data on this. Given all the programs 
available and assuming there are 60 participants per class, there are about 1 800 
students on diploma programs in Hong Kong each year. The market is therefore 
divided as follows: APIB 33.33%, HKMA 23.33%, City University 10%, Open 
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Learning Institute 6.67%, SPACE ofUniversity of Hong Kong 3.33%, overseas 
universities 13.33%, and others 6.68%. 
Last year, there were 55.56% out of 1 350 applications rejected by APIB. It is 
obvious that there is huge demand on APIB's diploma programs. 
In conclusion, given the impossibility of lowering cost and desire to maintain its 
present output scale, DMC should adopt the "focus differentiation strategy". It 
should also communicate to the customers that it is not an English program so as to 
avoid competition with those low cost productions. Instead, it needs to differentiate 
itself on the areas that the former customers value most, for instance, keeping the high 
quality of instructors and being student-centered. Lastly, DMC should not go for 
broad market by lowering its admission requirement. It should stick to its present 
screening criteria and reach out to market the program to those potential customers. 
Having identified the DMC's position, its target market, the areas that customers 
value and market size, what is left is to effectively communicate the program to the 




MARKETING COMMUNICATIONS PROGRAM 
Before moving on to discuss the marketing communications program for 1997/98 
recruitment, we should review the previous marketing programs ofDMC. 
Previous Marketing Plan 
The same marketing plan has been used for the first and second recruitments 
includes the following activities: 
• There were 3 500 brochures printed out of which 3 000 were placed for collection 
in one bookstore in Central and the MBA Town Center in Tsimshatsui East. 
• The program was advertised four times over the six week enrollment period in two 
Chinese newspapers, namely Ming Pao and Economic Joumal and South China 
Morning Post (two times only). 
• The program brochures were sent to one thousand companies in trading, hotel, 
banking and finance and other services industries. 
• Press release in English and in Chinese was made and distributed to the media, 
mainly the press, through the Chinese University's Information Office. 
The effect of the above program in 1996/97 was: 
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• There were 37 applications received in total; 
• Three newspapers have published the press release sent to them. They are Tai 
Kung Pao (in education briefing column), Wen Wei Pao (general news section) 
and Sing Tao (general news section). 
Last year's marketing program was not effective given the application rate was 
low and the release was published only by three small papers. It is obvious that there 
is room for improvement on the marketing activities. 
It is therefore recommended that a more targeted marketing plan has to be made 
to increase the hit rate. Depending on DMC's constraint on budget and resource 
allocation, the plan includes a core program and two options. 
Core Program 
The objectives of the core program are to: 
• attract 90 applications; and 
• establish the image as a management skill program for executives. 
The core part of the marketing program includes the design ofthe program 
brochure, press release, direct mailing and advertising. First and foremost, DMC 
should revise its program brochures. 
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Program Brochure 
The program brochure is the selling and marketing tool and it should be designed 
to: 
1. attract the target audience to read it; 
2. present the proper product image: DMC is a management skill program but not an 
English program in the general sense; 
3. present to the potential customers that it is a well-received program by former 
graduates; and 
4. present to the prospects that DMC provides what the customers value: group 
work, interactive learning environment, enthusiasm of instructors, friendship 
developed with fellow classmates over the program, etc.; 
Therefore, in designing the program brochure, in addition to the information on 
the program content and application procedures, DMC should include: 
• pictures of class meeting, especially those depicting students' presentation, dinner 
seminar, and other social and formal functions plus captions; 
• short comments of former students (In fact, several fresh graduates have given 
their comments to be included in the new brochures.); 
• information on instructors (Information of instructors is not provided in previous 
brochures) and instructors' pictures; and 
• comments from instructors. 
Furthermore, the design should be more lively and four color printing on the 
cover should be used. Highlights on program features will be placed on margin of 
each page to provide key messages. 
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Press Release 
Newspaper is the most frequently named means of getting to know 
information on part-time studies and so good use of this medium will yield good 
result. A relative inexpensive means is to issue press release. 
1. Objectives 
The objective of the press release is to have the five targeted newspapers (below) 
publish information about DMC. 
2. Approach 
A proactive approach in dealing with the press is recommended. This include the 
following activities: 
• The release will be made in both English and Chinese. A short paragraph 
highlighting the features of DMC be made at the beginning (T^ paragraph) to 
draw the attention of the editor. In addition, comments of students may be 
included to attract the attention of the editors. A sample of release in English 
is attached in Appendix 4. 
• Follow up phone calls to those columnists of the papers that have wide and 
middle class readership including Ming Pao, Apple Daily, Economic Times, 
Economic Journal and South China Morning Post (editor of campus post) are 
recommended. This is to motivate them to publish the release article in their 
papers. 
To be able to get in touch with the editor or columnist concerned is important 




The objective of advertising is to arouse readers' interest in requesting or 
collecting in person at designated places a program brochure. 
2. Newspapers 
Advertisements should be made in the most frequently named newspapers in the 
Part-time Studies Survey. The survey reflects that popular newspapers that reach 
the target customers are Ming Pao, Economic Times, South China Morning Post 
and Apple Daily. 
3. Schedule and Frequency 
To avoid overlapping of readership and maximize the exposure of the 
advertisement, the following schedule is recommended: 
Week Weekday Ming Economic Apple SCMP 
Pao Times Daily 































Unit Price $108.5/~~$59.5/sq in.~~$45/cm col~~$96.75/cm 
sq in. col. 
Frequency 4 4 4 2 
Ad price _ “ $2 160 “ $1 190 “ $2 160 $2 902— 
Total 374 000 105 000 1 272 000 236 000 
readership* 
(age 9+) 
Target mkt. 134 640 50 400 112 444 82 600~~ 
Readership** (36%) (48%) (8.8%) (35%) 
CPM*** ~l6M 23.61 19.21 35.13 
Gross 538 560 201 600 449 776 165 200 
impression 
Data source: Readership profile reports prepared by SRH. 
* Daily readership in Jan. 1996. ** This is a reference item. Percentage in brackets refers to 
those whose occupations fall within "professionals/managers/executive" category. 
*** CPM=Cost of single insertion/number of target market in the audience (‘000) 
3. Size 
Size of the advertisement can remain the same as before as 4” x 5" (equivalent to 
40 cm col. in Chinese papers or 30 cm col. for English papers). 
4. Message 
Content of the advertisement should be made simple highlighting the University 
(the brand) and the key features of the program. A sample is attached in 
Appendix 5. 
Direct Mailing 
Direct mailing should be made to the following parties: 
• 90 former students or graduates ofDMC (cover letter be personalized) 
• professional institutions and chambers of commerce (about 20) 
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• companies that have more than 300 employees which are more likely to have 
policy to sponsor employees to take diploma programs. Nevertheless, smaller 
companies in advertising, mass media, public relations, insurance be included. 
• All mailing should include one flyer (4 color and A5 size) 
More specifically, brochures should be sent to: 
1. all major banks and insurance companies (about 300); 
2. all hospitals (about 12); made attention to Chief Hospital Executive and Director 
of Nursing 
3. major non-profit making organizations (about 20), e.g. Red Cross, Hong Kong 
Eye Bank, World Wide Fund; 
4. other non-manufacturing companies that have more than 500 employees (about 
1 500 according to Dun & Bradstreet database); 
5. those corporations that have sponsored their employees in DMC program in the 
past (about 26); 
6. smaller companies in the area of public relations and advertising (about 40 
according to Dun & Bradstreet database); and 
7. those students for other APIB diploma courses whose applications were rejected 
in the previous recruitment exercise in June (about 700). 
In total, it is recommended to send off 2 708 mailing and flyers. 
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Option One: Sales Calls to Selected Corporations 
Following the direct mailing to the corporations on item 5 in the above, it is 
recommended to follow up with a call to request a meeting with the training manager. 
The objective of meeting with those training managers are three fold: 
• to establish a more proactive image of the program and of the organizer, APIB as 
a whole; 
• to persuade the company to publicize the DMC program within the organization 
and encourage its employees to participate; 
• to understand more on the company's policy on sponsorship to their employees. 
A brief sales call report should be made to file information on the company's 
company size, staff structure, nature ofbusiness, training objectives in the current 
year, policy on sponsorship and the likelihood that the company will widely publicize 
the DMC program or encourage employees to participate. 
A follow up letter to the training manager will be made to reinforce the messages 
presented over the sales meeting as well as to present a professional image of the 
organization. 
Given there is no experience for the staff who assist in the program in making 
sales calls, training should be given. 
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Option Two: Whole Day Walk-in Registration Session 
The option serves as a public relations means to recruit students and to establish a 
strong program image. It is a whole day open session that people can attend anytime 
during a day and do registration right at the spot. 
Open invitation on newspapers and invitation should be sent to former graduates 
and ask them to pass on the invitation tickets to two persons that they know who may 
have interest in DMC. 
The walk-in registration session should be held on a Saturday when most people 
are out of work. DMC can make use of the facilities in MBA Town Center in 
Tsimshatsui East to hold the session. In addition, it requires the following 
preparation: 
• a short video to be played in one corner of the venue; 
• board display on key features ofthe program; enlarged pictures and artistic text 
and design required; 
• registration forms ready; 
• officers and instructors stand by to answer questions and introduce to the visitors 
what the program is; and 
• coffee and tea provided. 
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Budget 
Core P r o g r ^ g g l Sub-Total ffl^ 
Mailing (3 000) 7 800 
Envelopes 2 400 
Printing brochures (5 000 18 000 
copies/ 4 color cover + 2 
color text) 
Advertising 26 404 
Press release 0 
(complimentary service 
from the university) 
Flyers (3 500) 5 000 
Labels from Dun & 3 500 60 104 
Bradstreet 
Manager's time two weeks 
Office assistant's time two weeks 
Option One: 
Out of pocket expense 0 0 
Manager's time one week 
Option Two: 
Video production (15 8 000 
minutes) 
Broad display 6 000 
(3 pc . ;4 ' x6 ' ) 
Coffee/tea 1 000 
Invitation mailing 3 000 
Room rental (MBA Town 2 376 
Center) 
Advertising (four times in 6 400 24 776 
two Chinese papers) 
Manager time three weeks 
The core program is expected to be able to reach the target of 90 applications. 
Should the management decide to go for other options of the marketing program, the 
benefit will be on the image building of the program. 
By effectively communicating the uniqueness of DMC to the customers, it is 




Continuing business education is huge in Hong Kong. Yet it is only a one star 
industry using Porter's analysis. In this industry, customer's and supplier's 
(instructor's) bargaining power is high; the current regulatory environment favors the 
entrance of new competitors; and customers have a lot of choices. Although the 
competition is quite gentlemanly, the fundamental profitability of continuing 
business education industry is limited. 
To become a successful business, DMC has to establish a focus 
differentiation strategy. Positioning itself as a diploma program in the management 
skill area seems to be the best. However, this market is relatively small. Competition 
is there but friendly as its major competitors are its sister products from the same 
organization. 
To decide how to build up its uniqueness, the best is to look at what the former 
customers value and then make it known to the customers. DMC has built up certain 
features that the customers value high, which it should try to maintain and develop as 
its selling features. Being a highly differentiated product, DMC has to communicate 
it to the potential customers. This will result in higher cost of promotion and more 
resources required in operations. However, a highly differentiated product can 




Survey on Part-time Studies of Working Executives 
The aims of this questionnaire are: 
(1) to identify people's general attitude towards continuing business education; 
(2) to identify the need for training in the area of communication and people's awareness of 
diploma programs in communication. 
For analysis purpose, you will be asked to provide some personal information and 
information about your company and its policy on executive education. Please be assured 
that all information collected will be used for the purpose of analysis and will be kept 
confidential. 
This questionnaire will take you about 15 minutes to complete. Your participation in 
filling out this questionnaire is greatly appreciated and I thank you in advance for your input. 
Part I. General Attitude Towards Continuing Business Education 
Q. 1 Do you agree that taking part-time/evening business classes is an effective means for 
achieving the following goals? (Please circle) 
Strongly Strongly 
disagree agree 
1.1 To improve yourjob skills 1 2 3 4 5 6 
1.2 To compensate the inadequacy of your education 1 2 3 4 5 6 
background 
1.3 To get to know more friends 1 2 3 4 5 6 
1.4 To expand your business network 1 2 3 4 5 6 
1.5 To pass time 1 2 3 4 5 6 
1.6 To improve your prospects for promotion 1 2 3 4 5 6 
1.7 To transfer to another field 1 2 3 4 5 6 
1.8 For self-development 1 2 3 4 5 6 
1.9 For personal interest 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Q.2 Have you ever taken any part-time/evening business classes after completing your 
full-time formal education (secondary or university education)? 
Yes (Please continue with Q.3) 
No (Please go to Q.4) 
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Q.3 Assume you are in the process of selecting a DIPLOMA program in which you want to 
enroll, please identify the FIVE most important concerns that you have. (Take "1" as the 
most important and so forth) 
Location for classes Length of Program 
Class meeting time Credibility of the organizer 
Program fee Taught in Chinese 
Instructor's quality Company sponsorship 
Course content 
Recognition of the diploma by your employer 
Diploma will permit you to register in a higher level program 
Un-demanding assessment requirements 
Mode of study(eg. lecture, distance learning) 
Others (please specify: ) 
Part II.Need for Training in Communication Skills 
Q.4 How would you rate your communication skills in the following areas? 
Very Very 
unsatisfactory satisfactory 
4.1 English business writing skills 1 2 3 4 5 6 
4.2 English oral skills 1 2 3 4 5 6 
4.3 Presentation skills 1 2 3 4 5 6 
4.4 Interpersonal skills 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Q.5 What might you do to improve your communication skills if you consider them 
unsatisfactory? (May " V " more than one) 
5.1 Attend part-time/evening classes 
5.2 Attend one or two day public workshops 
5.3 Attend workshops organized by your company 
5.4 Observe how your boss/peer does and learn quietly 
5.5 Participate in special interest groups (e.g. English Speaking ciub) 
5.6 Don't know. Never give any thought for improvement. 
5.7 Will not consider doing anything as this is not urgent. 
Q.6 Are you aware that the following institutions offer part-time/distance learning 
programs in COMMUNICATION SKILLS (please “ V “ ) ？ 
Yes No 
6.1 Baptist University 
6.2 British Council 
6.3 City University of Hong Kong 
6.4 Hong Kong Management Association 
6.5 Hong Kong Polytechnic University 
6.6 Open Learning Institute 
6.7 The Chinese University of Hong Kong 
6.8 University of Hong Kong 
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Part III.__About Diploma in Management Communication 
Q.7 Have you ever heard about a "Diploma in Management Communication"? 
Yes. (Please continue with Q.8) 
No. (Please go to Q.9) 
Q.8 Are you aware if any of the following institutions that offer a "Diploma in 
Management Communication"? 
Baptist University British Council 
City Univ. of HK HK Management Association 
HK Polytechnic University Open Learning Institute 
The Chinese University of HK University of Hong Kong 
No idea 
Q.9 To the best of your knowledge, please answer the following questions: 
"Diploma in Management Communication ” 
No Strongly Strongly 
idea disagree agree 
9.1 is very helpful to those who are in need of English language 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 
training. 
9.2 puts emphasis on "communication" rather than "management". 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 
9.3 is designed for someone who is not satisfied with his/her English 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 
capabilities. 
9.4 is not widely known. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 
9.5 is forjunior managers with a bachelor degree. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 
9.6 is of more benefit to experienced managers. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 
9.7 requires participants to have had high command ofEnglish. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Q. 10 What responsibilities do you think a person would have that might be interested in a 







Others (please specify: ) 
Q. 11 How likely is it that you will attend a one-year part-time diploma program (Say 
classes which meet every Saturday afternoon) in the area of management 
communication? (Please circle) 
Very unlikely Very likely 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
Part IV. Company Information 
Q.12 Name of your company (optional) : 
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Q.13 Company size: 





501 or above 
Q.14 Nature ofbusiness 
Banking, insurance or fmance 
Government and not-for-profit organization 




Service (tourism, professional services, etc.) 
Others (please specify: ) 
Q. 15 Does your company organize in-house training programs in the following areas? 
(May " V " more than one) 
Presentation skills 
Interpersonal skills 
English business writing 
Chinese business writing 
Cross-cultural management 
Organizational communication 
None of the above 




Q.17 Does your company have a policy to sponsor employees to take diploma programs? 
Yes 
No 
Part V. Personal Information 
Ifyou are CURRENTLY ENROLLED in/ have COMPLETED any part-time DIPLOMA 
program(s) in the business area, please continue Q.18. IfNOT. please go to Q.22. 
Q.18 If you are currently enrolled in /you have completed a part-time diploma program(s) 
in business area, please provide the following information: 
Organizer: Program title: 
Tuition fee: Program length: Year: 
(Approximate) 
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Q. 19 Do you consider the tuition fee (as you indicated in the above)? (Please circle) 
very reasonable very expensive 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
Q.20 Does/Did your company sponsor you? 
Yes, fully. 
Yes, partially (about %) 
No, not at all. 
Q.21 Are/were you satisfied with the program in the following areas? 
Very Very 
dis-satisfied satisfied 
21.1 Program content 1 2 3 4 5 6 
21.2 Quality ofteaching 1 2 3 4 5 6 







Others (please specify: ) 
Q.23 How do you normally get the information about executive training/learning 
programs? (May " V " more than one) 
Circular from company 
Direct mail from organizers 
Newspaper(s) (please specify: ) 
Magazine(s) (please specify: ) 
Posters/leaflets in the bookstores(please specify: ) 
Recommended by friends 
Others (please specify: ) 
Q.24 What is the highest education level you have achieved? 
Secondary (F.5 or F.7) 
Secondary (F.5 or F.7) plus other qualifications (please specify: ) 
Diploma or higher diploma 
Bachelor or professional degree 
Bachelor or professional degree plus other qualifications 
(please specify: ) 
Masters degree or above 
Masters degree or above plus other qualifications 
(please specify: ) 
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Q.25 What is your age group? 






45 or above 
Q.26 Your monthly income is: 
below$15,000 
between $15,000 and $30,000 
between $30,000 and $45,000 
between $45000 and $60000 
above $60,000 
THIS IS THE END OF THE QUESTIONNAIRE. THANK YOU FOR YOUR INPUT. 
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APPENDIX 2 
RESULTS OF SURVEY ON PART-TIME STUDIES 
OF WORKING EXECUTIVES 
Responsive Rate 
Items Number/Percentage 
Total questionnaires distributed 300 
Total questionnaires returned 113 
Responsive rate 37.67% 
Respondents’ Background 
There are two major groups of respondents. Out of 113 returned questionnaires, 
34 (30%) are current or former DMC students. That is to say, 79 (70%) respondents 
are not related to the program at all. Since they have had more understanding of the 
program. Their response to this questionnaire is discussed separately. 
The respondents' background can be summarized below: 
Job Responsibilities Non DMC Respondents DMC Respondents 
Clerical/Secretary 13 (16.46%) 3 (8.82%) 
Technician 3 (3.79%) 0 (0.00%) 
Supervisor/Junior Manager 13 (6.46%) 5 14.71%) 
Sales 2 (2.53%) 0 (0.00%) 
Middle/Senior Manager 23 (29.11%) 10(29.41%) 
Professional 20 (25.32%) 12(15.19%) 
Others 3 (3.79%) 0 (0.00%) 
No response 1 (1.27%) 3 (8.82%) 
Total^~~ 79 (100.00%) 34(100.00%) 
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Age Non DMC Respondents DMC Respondents 
20 or below 2 (2.53%) 0 (0.00%) 
21-25 10 (12.66%) 0 (0.00%) 
26-30 31 (39.24%) 3 (8.82%) 
31-35 26 (32.91%) 18(52.94%) 
36-40 8 (10.13%) 8 (23.52%) 
41-45 2 (2.53%) 2 (5.88%) 
45 or above 0 (0.00%) 0 (0.00%) 
No response 0 (Q.QQ%) 3 (8.82%) 
"^Total 79(100.00%) 34(100.00%) 
Monthly Income DMC Respondents Non DMC Respondents 
below$15,000 18 (22.78%) 4 (11.76%) 
$15,000 to $30,000 28 (35.44%) 1 (2.94%) 
$30,000 to $45,000 15 (18.98%) 12 (35.29%) 
$45,000 to $60,000 11 (13.92%) 8 (23.53%) 
above $60,000 6 (7.59%) 5 (14.71%) 
No response 1 (1.27%) 4 (11.76%) 
T ^ 79(100.00%) 34(100.00%) 
Company Size Non DMC respondents DMC respondents 
fewer than 20 2 (2.53%) 3 (8.82%) 
21-50 19 (24.05%) 3 (8.82%) 
51-100 2 (2.53%) 4 (2.94%) 
101-250 8 (10.12%) 4 11.76%) 
251-500 12 (15.19%) 1 (2.94%) 
501 or above 36 (45.57%) 17 (50%) 
— Total 79 (100.00%) 34 (lOO.QO%y" 
Nature of Business Non DMC Respondents DMC Respondents 
Banking, insurance or finance 7 (8.86%) 5“(14.7%) 
Govt.&not-for-profitoi"gn. 5 (6.32%) 4 (11.76%) 
Public utility or transportation 7 (8.86%) 5 (14.71%) 
Trading 8(10.13%) 2 (5.88%) 
Education 3 (3.80%) 4 (11.76%) 
Manufacturing 12 (15.19%) 0 (0.00%) 
Service 14 (17.72%) 7 (20.59%) 
Others 21 (26.58%) 3 (8.8%) 
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No response 2 (2.53%) 4 (11.76%) 
Total “ ~ 79(100.00%) 34 (100.00%) 
Question 1 
Do you agree taking part-time/evening business classes is an effective means for 
achieving the following goal? 
The nine options except “to pass time" obtained average score from 3.7 to 4.7 
(taking the arithmetic average of point 1 to 6). It refers that respondents tend to agree 
the options except “to pass time" are what they can achieve by taking part-
time/evening classes. The average shows it people will tend to take business classes 
for "personal interest". The score averages are: 
No. Goals Average score 
1.1 To improve yourjob skills 4.3 
1.2 To compensate the inadequacy of your education 4.4 
1.3 To get to know more friends 4.0 
1.4 To expand your business network 4.1 
1.5 To pass time 2.3 
1.6 To improve your prospects for promotion 4.2 
1.7 To transfer to another field 3.7 
1.8 For self-development 4.7 
1.9 For personal interest 4.4 
Question 3 
The most important concerns that the respondents have when they consider 
enrolling in a diploma programs are: 
Order of Concern Score* 
Importance 
1 st Course content 318 
2nd Credibility of the organizer 208 
3rd Instructor's quality 162 
4th Length of program 132 
5th Diploma will permit you to register in a higher level 122 
program 
6th Mode of study 105 
7th Class meeting time 103 
8th Recognition of diploma by your employer 85 
9th Program fee 69 
10th Location of classes 48 
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11th Company sponsorship 43 
12th Undemanding program requirements 8 
13th Taught in Chinese 0 
* The score given by respondents are coded on a reverse order. When they fill in "1" as the most 
important one, it is input as "5" in the computer. Therefore, the more the cumulative score, the more 
important the respondents consider it is. 
The above ranking is quite understandable. Course content actually determines 
the subject area of a program. It is certainly the first consideration. The next one is 
the “credibility of the organizer" implies that the respondents give high regard on 
which institution provides the certification. The fifth rank is "the diploma will permit 
you to register in higher level program". This is somewhat surprising though 
reasonable. Many people register in diploma program are not degree holder. Some 
may wish to move on to degree level studies after completing a diploma. 
It is interesting in finding out that no respondent names "Taught in Chinese" as 
one of their important concern when they consider taking business diploma programs. 
Question 4 
How would you rate your communication skills in the following area? 
4.1 English business writing skills 
4.2 English oral skills 
4.3 Presentation skills 
4.4 Interpersonal skills 
It seems the results obtained is a bit skew to the side of"satisfactory". Out of the 
six point scale. The mean scores for the above skills are 3.9, 3.8, 3.8, 3.9. All 
responses are skew a bit towards the side of "very satisfactory" over the score of"3,4 
and 5". 
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‘ Question 15 
What mightyou do to improve your communication skills ifyou consider them 
unsatisfactory? 
No. Activity Cumulative Score 
5.1 Attend part-time/evening classes 71 
5.2 Attend one or two day public workshops 24 
5.3 Attend workshops organized by your company 38 
5.4 Observe how your boss/peer does and leam quietly 66 
5.5 Participate in special interest group 41 
5.6 Don't know. Never give any thought for improvement 2 
5.7 Will not consider doing anything as this is not urgent 6 
Attending classes is considered as an appropriate way to improve one's 
communication skills. One item should be noted is that it is quite common for people 
tend to learn from their boss and peers. 
Question 6 
Are you aware that the following institutions offer part-time/distance learning 
programs in communication skills? 
This question aims to test which institutions in students/potential customers' 
mind are competitors of DMC as a communication skill program. Most respondents 
can identify all institutions listed but it is surprising the most named institutions by 
non DMC respondents is Hong Kong Management Association but not British 
Council. It shows that the two oldest universities are thought to provide those 
programs. This result may not reflect the respondents are really sure that those 
institutions offer those programs but simply reflects that they think they do. 
No. Institution Frequency Frequency 
Non DMC DMC 
Respondent Respondent 
~ Baptist University 32 Io 
6.2 British Council 41 23 
6.3 City University 36 10 
6.4 Hong Kong Management Association 49 25 
6.5 Hong Kong Polytechnic University 40 11 
6.6 Open Learning Institute 34 17 
6.7 The Chinese University ofHong Kong 46 32 
6. 8 University ofHong Kong ^ \1 
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‘ Question 15 
Have you ever heard about a “Diploma in Management Communication "? 
20 out of 79 non DMC respondents said "Yes" whereas 27 out o f34 DMC 
respondent said they have. The reason for "No" ofDMC respondents might be that 
those gave negative response are the first class graduates who only know the previous 
name of the program, “Diploma in business communication". 
Question 8 
Are you aware ifany of the following institutions that offer a “diploma in 
management communication ”？ 
Only non-DMC respondents' responses were analyzed since those ofDMC 
respondents are biased because of their involvement in the class. 
Results seem to be biased as it is surprising there are so many respondents that can 
name The Chinese University offering such a diploma program. Anyway, another 
surprising result is people tend to think Hong Kong Management Association also 
offers a diploma in communication. In fact, HKMA does not. 
Institution Frequency 
Non DMC Respondent 
Baptist University 5 
British Council 2 
City University 2 
Hong Kong Management Association 10 
Hong Kong Polytechnic University 7 
Open Learning Institute 3 
The Chinese University of Hong Kong 16 
University of Hong Kong 6 
No idea H 
Question 9 
This question aims to test respondents' impression on the program no matter how 
much they know about the program. 
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9.1 •• is very helpful to those who are in need of English language training... 
Non DBC respondent 
No idea Strongly disagree Strongly agree 
Frequency U 2 U ~ ~ W ^ 8 T 
Frequency 
3 0 | ^ "^  — """""—'"•"“™"^ ^ 
2 5 ^ - 囊 
20乂 M m 
i � : _ f m I 
l [ l r ^ 3 J J J J j l ^ 
o 扣 ° Q) 2 卫 
DBC Respondent 
No idea Strongly disagree Strongly agree 
Frequency 2 0 6 8 8 7 T 
Frequency 
8 � - m m _ n 
: E f f l M B 
i i 
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9.2 ... puts emphasis on "communication" rather than "management"... 
Non DMC respondents 
No idea Strongly disagree Strongly agree 
Frequency Io 0 ~ ~ V7 ~ 9 23 U T 
Frequency 
25/1 ~~l � r • ^ 
20 4 BM" 
15 A 翻 H ^ ^ 
10 ' 闻 … … - 園 ^ ‘‘ r H 
5 圓 ——_ 圓 - I 11 S fm 
O - M ^ ^ P M f c ^ f c J f c ^ ^ J y 
n nj ° 0) z ;g 
DMC respondents 
No idea Strongly disagree Strongly agree 
Frequency 1 0 2 5 U~ 9 7" 
Frequency 
^5f\“™™" — 
5 : ....... ^ W l ^ _ l 
Q |.i^ rT^ M a^^ g^ f^c m^^m W^^^M^mw"'m^m^M^ 
D扣 2 ^ 
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9.3 ...is designed for someone who is not satisfied with his or her English capabilities. 
Non DMC respondents 
No idea Strongly disagree Strongly agree 
Frequency H 7 15 22 H 6 1 
Frequency 
25A 
2 � , sM ‘ ‘ 




No idea Strongly disagree Strongly agree 




; l M r i J U raB 
^ 1 
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9.4.. is not widely known 
Non DMC respondents 
No idea Strongly disagree Strongly agree 
Frequency U 1 6 ^9 20 V7 4 
Frequency 
2 0 「 . - 一 — | ^ ~ 两 ― ： 
15 ‘ ， ‘ P ‘‘ I 
: i m i " i J H l i % 
i l 
DMC Respondents 
No idea Strongly disagree Strongly agree 
Frequency 3 1 6 6 9 4 5 
Frequency 
^ ; r | — u - • - - . . . 




9.5 ... is for junior managers with a bachelor disagree 
Non DMC Respondents 
No idea Strongly disagree Strongly agree 
Frequency H 6 l9 20 U 5 T 
Frequency 
J m ^ ^ ^ " M M 
: H i t o 
^ 1 
DMC Respondents 
No idea Strongly disagree Strongly agree 
Frequency 5 4 5 8 6 4 2 
Frequency 
丨匪 
n tr Lr V^  I Jr t tr 1 V^  t Lr * 




9.6 ... is of more benefit to experienced managers 
Non DMC respondents 
No idea Strongly disagree Strongly agree 
Frequency 9 2 i^ Ts ^ U 4" 
Frequency 
2 
: Z Z ^ | _ | i : 
: B f f l S H H B B 
KJ "V 1 \ ^ “ ‘ f ^ ^1 ^ •"" 1 ^ 1 ^ I 




No idea Strongly disagree Strongly agree 
Frequency | 5 1 7 3 15 6 2 
Frequency 
1 丨 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ | ^ 






9.7 ...requires participantsto have high command ofEnglish 
Non DMC respondents 
No idea Strongly disagree Strongly agree 
Frequency U 1 U 27 l6 1^ J 
Frequency 
30|^ — 
25.z . � g ~ 
2 0 乂 ‘ i 一 
r Q | # g ^ 
pjj j^ ygM i J|M j“J J «a«cJ *fwt-V*^ f^ SsMS< 
o fO 
z ^ 
Non DMC respondents 
No idea Strongly disagree Strongly agree 
Frequency 4 1 5 To U 1 T 
Frequency 
"^ - ^ ¾ 
::二 1 ―隱 ~ ~ ~ ^ ~ ~ 
: • ^ 1 J ^ 
\j i I I I I I I •丨‘ I I I 
^ 1 
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‘ Question 15 
What responsibilities do you think a person would have that might be interested in a 
“diploma in management communication "? 
Responsibility Frequency Frequency 
Non DMC respondents DMC respondents 
Clerical/Secretary 14 8 
Technician 6 4 
Supervisor/Junior Manager 56 24 
Sales 16 15 
Middle/Senior Manager 63 28 
Professionals 45 19 
Others 0 1 
Both groups of respondents thinkjunior , middle and senior managers should be 
able to benefit from this kind of program. Non DMC respondents' response tells that 
the title itselfbasically leads people to think DMC is a program for managers, whom 
are what the program target for. 
Question 11 
How likely is it thatyou will attend a one-year part-time diploma program (say 
classes which meet every Saturday afternoon) in the area of management 
communication ？ 
Response from non DMC respondents: 
No idea Very Very 
unlikely likely 
" S ^ i i 2 3 4 5 6 
Frequency 1 (1.3%) 8 (10.5%) 18(22.8%) 19(24.1%) 23(29.1%) 9(11.4%) 6 (7.6%) 
It appears only 19% respondents give possible response (Score 5 & 6). Majority 
ofthe people do not seem to be interested in a one year program in management 
communication. 
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‘ Question 15 
Does your company organize in-house training programs in the following areas? 
Workshops Cumulative Frequency Cumulative Frequency 
Non DMC Respondents DMC Respondents 
Presentation Skills ^ U 
Interpersonal Skills 18 10 
English business writing 21 13 
Chinese business writing 11 6 
Cross-cultural management 5 3 
Organization communication 11 6 
None of the above 41 13 
Over half of the non DMC respondents' companies do not provide any 
workshops in the above areas. However, out of 34 DMC respondents, there are 21 
(61.76%) respondents' companies organizing those workshops. Therefore, it does not 
seem executives whose companies have skill workshops organized are less likely to 
participate in DMC. Instead, it seems it is more likely for those who are in the 
companies that organize workshops tojoin. 
Question 16 
Does your company provide a pay rise to employees after they complete a diploma 
program? 
“ Non DMC Respondents DMC Respondents 
" Y ^ 11 (13.92%) 5 (14.75%) 
No 68 (86.08%) 29 (85.25%) 
• Total 79 (100.00%) 34(100.00%) 
Question 17 
Does your company have a policy to sponsor employees to take diploma programs? 
Non DMC Respondents DMC Respondents 
• ^ “ 46 (58.22%) 26 (76.47%) 
No 33 (41.77%) 8 (23.53%) 
Total 79 (100.00%) 34(100.00%) 
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Most o f the former or current DMC students are sponsored partly or fully by their 
companies. 
Question 23 
How do you normally get the information about executive training/learning 
programs? 
Frequency Frequency 
Non DMC Respondents DMC Respondents 
Circular from company 24 10 
Direct mail from organizers 45 16 
Newspapers 39 20 
Magazines 14 5 
Posters/leaflets 5 6 
Recommended by friends 44 17 































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































SAMPLE OF PRESS RELEASE 
The original text of previous press release has been revised a bit to make it more 
attractive to the news editors. The shaded box is the major addition to previous release 
amongst other minor changes. 
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**TO NEWS EDITITOR 
DIPLOMA COURSE IN MANAGEMENT COMMUNICATION 97/98 
ORGANISED BY 
ASIA-PACIFIC INSTITUTE OF BUSINESS 
THE CHINESE UNIVERSITY OF HONG KONG 
“.../ have learnt a lot, had much fun and made a lot of friends - a highly enjoyable 
learning experience that I obtained with a group of highly qualified instructors and 
dedicated organizers, ” comments from a graduate. 
Succeeding in offering a highly acclaimed program in the past three years, The Chinese 
University's Asia-Pacific Institute of Business continues to organize the fourth one-year 
Diploma Course in Management Communication on xxxx 1997. The programme has 
been most successful in enabling participants to improve their communication skills and 
achieve their management development and career goals. 
The eight modules in the programme include practical and persuasive communication 
techniques for immediate application such as written business documents and oral 
communication skills. Participants will also understand and manage communication 
issues and problems in organizations related to cross-cultural differences, conflict, 
manager-staff relationships and team work. A module on strategic public 
communication focuses on effectively building a company's corporate image and 
managing media relations. 
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The programme is designed for managers and executives from all business sectors as 
well as those working in the government and in education, who find themselves 
increasingly having communication roles and responsibilities. 
Short lectures to present and explain concepts and principles, exercises and activities to 
practice techniques and build skills comprise the main learning process. Participants 
will complete a group project that aims to use a communication approach to solve an 
actual problem in a company. Participants will receive a diploma upon successfully 
completing the programme. 
The programme will be conducted by experienced university professors and senior 
business executives. Classes will meet every Saturday from 2:30 p.m. to 6:30 p.m. at 
the Chinese University campus. 
Application forms and brochures of the programme are now available at the following 
venues: 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
All applications must be submitted on or before xxxxxxx. For enquiries, please call 
xxxx, Asia-Pacific Institute ofBusiness at xxxx xxxx. 





CUHK Asia-Pacific Institute ofBusiness APIB 
logo The Chinese University ofHong Kong logo 
Enhanceyour managerial skills by taking 
Diploma Course in Management Communication 
After completing the program, you will : 
l^ be more confident in writing and speaking publicly in English; 
V be able to build better relationship with your peers, bosses and 
subordinates; 
V be able to make better business presentation; 
l^ be more sensitive to other people's needs; 
V ultimately become a more competent manager. 
Modules taught: Communication Theory, Business Documents, Oral Presentation, 
Interpersonal Skills, Organizational Communication, Strategic Corporate 
Communication, Cross-cultural Communication. 
*One year part-time diploma program (January - December 1997) *Meet every Saturday 
2:30 - 6:30 p.m. on the Chinese University campus *Maximum 35 students *Taught by 
university professors and experienced senior executives *Course fee: $xxxxx *Brochures 
are available at xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx. You may also fax in the slip below for 
brochures. 
Equiry: Tel. xxxx-xxxx Fax: xxxx-xxxx (Closing Date:xxxxxxxxxxxxxx) 
V Y E S ! I am interested in Diploma in Management Communication. Please send me a 
brochure to: 
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